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I finished off with reading some verses of my friend the Professor, of
_______ you may perhaps hear more by and by.
1.

The beautiful youth, to _______ she had secretly devoted herself, had
become to her a guardian angel.
2.

After admiring it on trust, he passed it on to his wife, _______ knew nothing
about sculpture.
3.

The child told a servant _______ told the King.4.

Under almost any other circumstances, her father would have been
unwilling to take a young fellow of _______ he knew so little under his roof;
but this was his nephew, and anything that seemed like to amuse or please
Elsie was agreeable to him.

5.

I secretly admitted the truth of his remark, but whenever I yielded to the
impulse to write I felt as if I were being disloyal to the mistress to _______ I
had devoted all my physical and mental powers.

6.

Hetty loved every suffering one to _______ she ministered.7.

And now it was Richard _______ flamed.8.

As for me, I seized a piece of wood; but those _______ were in the vessel
perished, without one remaining.
9.

But every one _______ sings in the dark does not sing from joy.10.

A person _______ makes an offer cannot turn it into an acceptance.11.

I come as a child of the world _______ wants to go back to her duty, and
hopes to do it better than she ever did before.
12.

The first was followed by several others, until steps on the stairs parted
the young lover from the girl, _______ offered but a feeble resistance.
13.
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Nothing abashed, I began another, and receiving some instruction, from a
friend of mine _______ was a clerk in a book store, I wrote it on only one side
of the paper.

14.

But she was eminently practical, and a woman of courage, _______ never
pursued a shadow in preference to its substance.
15.

Ironically, the sight of those from _______ he had desired the comfort of
compromise, served instead to stimulate that part of him which refused to let
him compromise.

16.

But I meant it of the lady and gentleman to _______ we had been
presented; and not of a parcel of sticks and chips put together in pens.
17.

That was the face of the policeman _______ had arrested him.18.

To the family, a faithful child and a father _______ will secure prosperity.19.

We may confine our investigations to the Aryan peoples, among _______
the story occurs both in the form of myth and of household tale.
20.
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